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printed, painted, stained or dyed, are not prohibited by an
Act passed " in 1721—it was now laid down that all persons
may use or wear " any new-manufactured stuffs wholly
made of cotton spun in Great Britain, when printed, stained,
painted or dyed with any colour " \
The growth of the cotton industry in the eighteenth statistics
century can be measured by the following statistics 2.   The %g£
remarkable increase near the end of the century was due to industry.
the invention of spinning machinery.
cotton wool imported
1701       ....       1,985,868 Ibs.
175*       ....       2,976,610  „
1781       ....       5,198,773  „
1791       ....     28,706,675  „
1801       ....     56,004,305  „
official value of exported cotton goods
1701  .         .    .   £23,253
1780
1791
1801
45,986
355,o6o
1,875,046
7,050,809
The cotton industry from the earliest times appears to Organised
have been organized on a capitalist basis; but, as in the
woollen industry, there were two categories of producers.
The small producer, who perhaps most nearly resembled the
working master or domestic manufacturer of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, bought linen yarn and raw cotton from
dealers, employed spinners to convert the cotton wool into
thread, wove the linen and cotton into cloth, and sold it at
the weekly market to merchants who dyed and finished it 3.
The large producer, corresponding to the clothier of the
West Country, conducted operations on a more extended
scale. The career of Humphrey Chetham shows that early
in the seventeenth century prominent capitalists already
existed in the cotton as in other branches of the textile
1	Statutes at Large, viii. 366.
2	Baines, History of the Cotton Manufacture, 346-350.   In the eighteenth
century " the European West Indian colonies with South America became
the most important sources of supply of cotton wool" :   Daniels, The
Early English Cotton Industry, 16, 57-59 ; Wadsworth and Mann, The Cotton
Trade, 183 seq.
8 Cf. Ogden, A Description of Manchester (1783), 74.
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